GUIDE TO PLANNED GIVING

Make a gift to the
GSBA Scholarship Fund
that will continue to
support a cause you
believe in.
The GSBA Scholarship Fund supports lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, queer and allied students who have the vision and
the ability to truly make a difference in the world. With a GSBA
scholarship, students are able to focus more on their academic
pursuits. With the financial burden lightened, they are able to
work one less job, avoid going into student loan debt, and involve
themselves in community activities.
This is a community effort. We are giving these students the gift of
education, and they are giving us a future full of hope and equality.
We encourage you to join us in supporting tomorrow’s leaders today.

To learn more about including the GSBA Scholarship Fund
in your estate planning, please contact:
Mark Rosén, Vice President of
Development & Corporate Relations
(206) 363-9188 | MarkR@thegsba.org
Linda Barzilai, the David
Barzilai Memorial Fund, with
GSBA Scholar Victor Puoci

How will you be remembered? Investing in the future of our
community through estate gifts to the GSBA Scholarship Fund
allows us to continue what we are doing today well into the
future. Many donors have shown their commitment to tomorrow’s
LGBTQ and allied leaders through bequests in their wills.
Creating a legacy through estate planning may be easier than
you think. We would love to talk with you about the ways to
leave a lasting legacy that both honors your values and supports
generations to come.

400 East Pine St. Ste 322
Seattle, WA 98122
A program of the Greater Seattle Business Association (GSBA).

TYPES OF GIFTS
Outright Gifts
Life Insurance or Retirement
Assets. The easiest way to
include the GSBA Scholarship
Fund in your estate is to name
the Fund as the beneficiary of a
life insurance policy or retirement
asset, such as an IRA or 401(k).
In general all you need to do is
obtain a beneficiary designation
form and indicate the GSBA
Scholarship Fund as a full or
partial beneficiary.
Bequests. You can make a gift
when writing your will or trust or
by adding a codicil to an existing
will. Bequests can take several
forms including specific amounts
of money or specific assets,
percentages of your estate or
the remainder of your estate
after all other bequests have
been honored.

Gifts of Real Estate. Real estate
can be used to make an outright
gift or to set up certain types of
planned gifts such as charitable
remainder trusts.

We encourage you to ask your
financial advisor about these
benefits. We would be pleased to
work with you and your advisor to
determine the best option for you.

GIFTS THAT
PROVIDE INCOME

SAMPLE LANGUAGE

Charitable Remainder Trust. Cash
or other assets are transferred to
a trust which manages the assets
and makes payments annually to
one or more beneficiaries either
for life or for a fixed number of
years. Once the trust terminates,
the remainder would go to the
Scholarship Fund.
Charitable Lead Trust. A CLT
is a planned gift that provides
income immediately to the
GSBA Scholarship Fund and
passes your assets along to heirs
sometime in the future.
Many types of gifts have the
added benefits of reduced taxes.

thank you
I am a first-year GSBA scholar at Seattle Central
College studying mathematics and computer
science working on a transfer degree. My
deepest desire in life is to heal, and see positive
transformation in people.
I am a Seattle native, but grew up in Milan, Italy.
My San Franciscan Chinese father and Milanese
Italian mother both led very difficult lives. My
father continued the physical abuse he learned
from his own father, and my mother died from
alcohol addiction when I was a teenager.
I spent the majority of my childhood in Milan. Catholic, image-focused
and northern European-centered Milan bred a lot of self-hatred for the
fact that I was born into an interracial marriage, for my sexual identity,
and personal spirituality. Moving to Seattle and being embraced for my
difference has helped heal me. The LGBTQ community has helped heal
me, and has inspired me to help heal others in return.

The following suggested
bequest wording can be used
by your attorney to draw up
your will. Your attorney should
help you determine which is
right for you. Regardless of the
specific wording, it is important
to remember to include our legal
name - GSBA Scholarship Fund.
You may also wish to include our
Federal Tax #: 94-3138514.
Unrestricted Bequest. I give
to the GSBA Scholarship Fund,
a nonprofit corporation duly
organized and existing under the
laws of the State of Washington,
or its legal successor thereto
[insert here the sum of money,

percent portion of the estate,
description of property, or “the
rest, residue and remainder of
my estate”], to be used for its
general tax-exempt purposes
and without other restrictions
as to use.
Unrestricted Bequest for
Endowment. I give to the GSBA
Scholarship Fund, a nonprofit
corporation duly organized
and existing under the laws of
the State of Washington, or its
legal successor thereto [insert
here the sum of money, percent
portion of the estate, description
of property, or “the rest, residue
and remainder of my estate”],
which bequest shall create a
permanent endowment, to be
administered in accordance with
policies established by GSBA for
its general tax exempt purposes
and without other restrictions
as to use.

Currently I work at Kaladi Brothers Coffee and as a tutor at the SAM
Learning Center. I am excited to be able to focus more on school and
have fewer worries about finances thanks to my GSBA scholarship. I will
be taking physics and calculus this fall, and I know that this scholarship
will help alleviate the anxiety of being an adult student, working two
jobs, and living in expensive Seattle. I hope to be more involved in clubs
at Seattle Central as well as with the wider LGBTQ community in Seattle.
There is a lot of healing to be found in the teaching and exchange of
knowledge. My goal is to more effectively connect the broader LGBTQ
community with existing resources and information, such as safe
community spaces, HIV prevention and mental health services. I want to
break down barriers to access and teach technical skills to marginalized
LGBTQ youth to help them rise above adversity in a high-tech economy.
And, also, when I am financially secure enough, I’d like to study
acupuncture and heal those in need through bodywork.
Thank you for having faith in me, and for supporting me as I work to
become a healer for the LGBTQ community in as many ways as I can.
My deepest gratitude,
Alessandro Mauro Lou

THE RAINBOW LEGACY CLUB
Membership in the Rainbow Legacy Club includes the
following benefits:
· Possible reduction in estate taxes (please consult your tax advisor)
· Attendance at major donor appreciation events including
the annual Ruby Slipper Club Reception
· Acknowledgment in the GSBA Annual Report (unless you
choose to remain anonymous)
· Invitations to our Scholarship galas (the TASTE of GSBA
and the GSBA Scholars Dinner)
If you have already named the GSBA Scholarship Fund in your will,
you are already a Rainbow Legacy Club member and we would like
to know who you are!

together we can
make a difference
Knowing that she would be the perfect fit for a
scholarship interviewer, a close friend introduced
Judith Wood to the GSBA Scholarship Fund. As
a recent retiree, it has been rewarding for Judith
to be able to continue to use her professional
skills and abilities in service of GSBA scholars,
and in turn, to learn from them. A scholarship
interviewer for four years, Judith makes a concerted effort to connect
with scholars, as well as their parents and partners. She welcomes the
straight parents of many scholars at the annual GSBA Scholars Dinner as
a passionate ally of the LGBTQ community. She has become a friend and
supporter of many of the scholars whom she helped select and interview.
Judith knows that her “significant investments in time and money will be
leveraged to support leaders of today and the future.” Like so many of our
volunteers Judith has become one of the GSBA Scholarship Fund’s biggest
ambassadors, donors and advocates.
Judith has gone one step further in planning for the impact she would
like to make in the future. “I picked the Scholarship Fund as a focus for
my estate because of their fiscal management and volunteer and donor
involvement. My volunteer experience with the GSBA Scholarship Fund
rekindles my passion in advancing progressive social change. It is exciting
to build connections with the generation who will change our society
for the better, and many of whom actually are making those changes
already! I plan to contribute to this work until I die.” By adding the GSBA
Scholarship Fund to her will she has ensured that her support continues
to help future leaders far into the future.

